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ascend Become king or queen.
Carolyn s voice had ascended into high pitched giggles.

ascending Increasing in size or importance.
The ascending staircase.

ascent An instance of rising or moving up through the air.
His ascent to power.

climb A mountain hill or slope that is climbed.
He was too full of alcohol to negotiate the climb safely.

climbing The sport or activity of climbing mountains or cliffs.
His other great interest was climbing especially in the Alps.

descending (of sound) becoming lower in pitch.
The categories are listed in descending order of usefulness.

downstairs Situated downstairs.
The downstairs or downstair phone.

downward On or toward a surface regarded as a base.
He lay face downward.

elevate Raise to a more important or impressive level.
He was elevated to Secretary of State.

elevator A muscle whose contraction raises a part of the body.
Elevators of the upper lip.

escalator A moving staircase consisting of an endlessly circulating belt of steps driven
by a motor, which conveys people between the floors of a public building.

falling Becoming lower or less in degree or value.
A falling market.

height A high place or position.
At the height of her career.
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high High school.
I go to junior high.

ladder With reference to tights or stockings develop or cause to develop a ladder.
He climbed the career ladder.

lift A wave that lifts the surface of the water or ground.
She staged a magnificent comeback to lift the British Open title.

low A low point level or figure.
Training will be given low priority.

precipitate A substance precipitated from a solution.
I must apologize for my staff their actions were precipitate.

raise Raise from a lower to a higher position.
Raise the specter of unemployment.

rise Rise in rank or status.
It was here that the brook had its rise.

risen (of e.g. celestial bodies) above the horizon.
The risen sun.

rising An armed protest against authority; a revolt.
The rising fives on the verge of school.

scale Measure by or as if by a scale.
The scale of the model.

soar Fly a plane without an engine.
The stock market soared after the cease fire was announced.

stairs A flight of stairs or a flight of steps.
stepladder A short folding ladder with flat steps and a small platform.

uphill Requiring great effort; difficult.
An uphill struggle to gain worldwide recognition.

upstairs The part of a building above the ground floor.
An upstairs bedroom.

upward Moving, pointing, or leading to a higher place, point, or level.
An upward trend in sales.

vertically In a way that involves different levels or stages of a hierarchy or process.
The wheel hangs vertically from a wire.
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